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News

ROYAL CARGO SPANS WINGS IN ASIA;
ACQUIRES 12TH OFFICE IN THAILAND
Royal Cargo, the only specialized logistics solutions

Royal Cargo’s Managing Director for Southeast Asia, Mr.

provider in the Philippines with an international footprint of

Uwe Dettmann welcomes the acquisition of Cargo Link

owned or controlled companies, spans its wings further in

Express Thailand. “We are very much excited to work

Asia with the recent establishment of its 12th global office

with Royal Cargo and further improve our services for the

in Bangkok, Thailand.

benefit of our clientele here in Thailand.”

Adding to its diverse portfolio, Royal Cargo bought a

Group CEO of Royal Cargo, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber

controlling majority of Cargo Link Express Limited Thailand,

added that the Thailand operations will further strengthen

a member of the HAE Group in the United Kingdom. Cargo

the company’s business in Asia. He also noted that “We

Link Express, a fast-growing company based at the heart

are now realizing our vision of becoming a truly global

of Thailand offers high-quality supply chain and freight

operator. We started out small and I am very happy that our

forwarding solutions. With the majority ownership held by

determination, hard work and love for the job allowed us to

Royal Cargo, Cargo Link Express has been rebranded to

grow to what we are today, and more so, will be tomorrow.”

Royal Cargo (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
The acquisition by Royal Cargo of Cargo Link Thailand
creates a strategic relationship between the HAE Group
and the Royal Cargo Group and aims to improve and widen
business developments in Asia and strengthen trade in
Europe, Middle East & Nigeria.
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The entire team and management of Cargo Link Express
Thailand, however, will remain unchanged.

Royal Cargo’s move to expand its operations in Thailand
is aligned with the company’s vision to be a world-class
total logistics provider offering specialized and high quality
logistics solutions.

News

The Royal Cargo Vietnam Team

ROYAL CARGO INAUGURATES
NEW OFFICE IN VIETNAM
VIETNAM – Royal Cargo inaugurated its new office at the
18th floor of the Pearl Plaza Tower in Binh Than District, Ho
Chi Minh City, Vietnam last June 12, 2016.
Group CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber, and General Director
of RC Vietnam, Mr. Nguyen Van Tuan led the ribbon-cutting
ceremony of the 200 square meter office space that shall
serve as the Royal Cargo Vietnam’s headquarters.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Raeuber congratulated the
Vietnam team of Royal Cargo for its continuous success
in more than two (2) decades of its operations. He pointed
out that Royal Cargo aims to maximize the huge potential
in the Vietnam market as the logistics industry is foreseen
to boom as a result of the country’s constant development.
Right after the office inauguration, the whole Royal Cargo
team went to the Sapphire Events Place for the Recognition
ceremony. The company recognized its employees who
have rendered service to Royal Cargo in the past ten (10)

Group CEO Mr. Michael K. Raeuber cutting the ribbon

to twenty (20) years. A total of sixteen (16) employees
received a Certificate of Appreciation and gift items from
the company.
Mr. Nguyen thanked the awardees for their loyalty and
determination in the past years which helped propelled the
company since its inception in the early 90’s. He also noted
that the company looks forward to expand its operations
further in the coming months.
Royal Cargo Vietnam offers complete specialized logistics
solutions with a total of five (5) offices around Vietnam, and
will soon be opening two (2) more offices in Tan So Nhat
and Dong Nai Province.
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News
Royal Cargo WelcomeS the German Parliament

From Left: Mr. Michael Hasper, German Embassy Manila; Ms. Bärbel Höhn,
German Parliament; Mr. Bernd Jeuckmann, Aschoff Solar GmBh; and
Mr. Michael K. Raeuber, Group CEO of Royal Cargo

The Chairman of the Committee on the Environment,

Led by Mr. Raeuber, Ms. Höhn toured around the facility

Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety in the

and the Solar panel system. Also present were Mr. Michael

German Parliament, Ms. Bärbel Höhn, was impressed at

Hasper, Deputy Head of Mission of the German Embassy

the Royal Cargo facility in Binan, Laguna during her recent

Manila, Ms. Anna Ventura, Economic Cooperation and

visit.

Humanitarian Aid of the German Embassy Manila, Mr.
Michael Vemuri, Chief Advisor of Renewable Energy at

Chairman Höhn, together with representative of GIZ

GIZ, Mr. Markus Dietrich, Coordinator of PEP Philippines,

German Development Cooperation, and Philippines’

ASEI, and Mr. Bernd Jeuckmann, Regional Director Far

Department of Energy, made a courtesy visit at the first-

East, Aschoff Solar GmbH.

ever Solar-powered Cold Storage in the Philippines last
June 27, 2016. Royal Cargo Group CEO Mr. Michael K.
Raeuber welcomed the group and briefly presented the
company’s commitment as a Clean and Green firm.
Mr. Raeuber proudly reiterated that the said Solar panel
project is just one of the four projects that aim to have a
long-term impact on the company’s energy cost. The Solar
panel system may store over 300,000 kilowatt hours (kwh)
annually and is capable of providing a maximum of fifty
(50) percent load of electricity for the cold storage during
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News
RCI ACQUIRES NEW REEFER
VANS FOR DOMESTIC
DISTRIBUTIONS
To continuously serve the heightening demands of Contract
Logistics – PHC and other Cold Storage client’s operations,
Own Fleet Department (OFD) decided to acquire eighty
(80) units of Mitsubishi 4D34-2AT5 – 4-wheeler with front
aircon reefer vans.
Ten (10) of the total eighty (80) units were delivered initially
and were blessed last April 5, 2016. Another ten (10)
units will be delivered on July 27, 2016 and the remaining
units end of August 2016. The said reefer van can load a
maximum gross weight of 2545kg.
These reefer vans will be deployed in the operations all
over the Philippines to cater all deliveries.

RCI LA SUERTE WAREHOUSE
EXPANDS OPERATIONS
The Contract Logistics (CL) Dry Warehouse located at
KM14, La Suerte Compound, West Service Road, Brgy.
Merville, Paranaque City has expanded its location to a total
size of 7620 sqm and now named as CL Dry Warehouse 1,

2 and 3. Warehouse 2 is located adjacent to Warehouse 1
with newly installed racking and increased pallet utilization
from 3788 to 5052 pallet positions.
Also, CL Dry Warehouse 3 has recently opened with a total
size of 6990 sqm and 2849 floor stocking pallet utilization.
This expansion is the result of consistently increasing
requirement of CL Dry Warehouse major client; Alaska.
Alaska’s stocks of raw materials and semi finished goods
are stored in warehouse 1, 2 and 3. Other clients of are
Diebold, Enzed Food, Jebsen and Jessen and Infinity
Sports International.
With the non-stop growth of CL operations, it is now also
operating in Sta. Rosa.
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News

QUARTER 2 AUDIT CHAMPS SPEAK UP ON 5S
Moreover, International Freight Angeles Office snatched
the travelling seal from the quarter one 5S Champion of
Branch Office Category; International Freight Laguna
Office, and ranked number one in the quarter two
“The ultimate recipe of being the 5S Champion is teamwork
and sheer discipline amongst the members. Treat your own
place and the company as your own home and you will
never go wrong,” enunciated Mr. Joerg R. Gruenewald,
Vice President – Finance and Treasury.
Ms. Lhea R. Bebita, Warehouse Operations Manager of
LLC Laguna on the other hand shared a quote from Nelson
Mandela, “Everyone can rise above their circumstances
and achieve success if they are dedicated and passionate
about what they do.” She also mentioned that 5S Audit is
not a competition, thus, it is being conducted for everyone’s
good and gain.
Both FTD & GCC with conformance rating of 99.63% and
LLC Laguna Dry Warehouse and Office Area with 96.22%
top-notched the 2016 5S Audit for two consecutive quarters
– quarter one and quarter two for Office and Warehouse
categories respectively.
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scoreboard with a conformance rating of 99.80%. “Being
sincere and committed in implementing 5S create and
maintain efficiency not only in our own work area but in all
aspects of our everyday life,” shared Ms. Jenny C. Galang,
Branch Manager – International Freight Angeles.
Next to FTD & GCC, Premium Courier Office Area and
Cold Warehouse ranked 2nd with conformance rating of
99.18% and BPO trailed at 3rd with 98.25% for Office
Category.

For Warehouse Category, CL Cavite Cold

Warehouse and Office Area (CSC, DIH, CDH) placed 2nd
with 92.30% followed by CL LIIP Dry and Cold Warehouses
and Office Area with 91.91%. International Freight Cavite
Office with 99.22% and International Freight Laguna Office
with 97.22% placed 2nd and 3rd respectively for Branch
Office Category.
Will the travelling seals remain with these consistent topnotchers for the last two quarters of the audit or another
department will snatch it from them?

News

Noteworthy

PREPARING FOR CHANGE

Moving from ISO 9001:2008 to 1SO 9001:2015

As everyone in the quality game is aware, the world now

identification of associated risk for each activity. The internal

has a new version of ISO 9001. ISO standards touch almost

audit activity was also utilized to evaluate Royal Cargo’s

everything we do and they help to make the world a safer

compliance and readiness for the ISO 9001:2015 standard.

and more efficient place. This drives the need to evaluate

Quality Policy was also re-structured to ensure alignment

the effectiveness of the standard and make changes to

with the new requirement. Electronic QMS documentation

drive continual improvement within our own organizations

was also started to cope up with the organizational needs

and industrywide.

and practicality of use,” shared Mr. Macaro.

In preparation for the transition to ISO 9001:2008 to ISO

Since increased globalization has changed the way

9001:2015 version, Royal Cargo’s Quality Management

we do business and organizations often operate more

System Team headed by Mr. Rey Macaro, the new QMS

complex supply chains than they did in the past and there

Manager, outlined and conducted series of trainings. Rey

are increased expectations from customers and other

is proficient in the following standards: ISO9001 Quality

interested parties, ISO 9001 needs to reflect some changes

Management System, as Lead Auditor; ISO22301 Business

in order to remain relevant.

Continuity Management System, as Certified Auditor;
ISO27001 Information Security Management System, as

The most noticeable change to the standard is its new

Certified Auditor, ISO14001Environmental Management

structure. ISO 9001:2015 now follows the same overall

System, OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health & Safety

structure as other ISO management system standards,

Management System, ISO/TS16949 Quality Management

making it easier for anyone using multiple management

System (Automotive) and ISO50001 Energy Management

systems. It also focuses in managing process risks,

System. Rey has implemented management system for

ensuring customer satisfaction by managing the processes

different types of industries and from different countries.

including outsourced services and continual improvement
activities.

“As part of our preparation activities, we have conducted
series of awareness training including Process Mapping

The main goal of Royal Cargo is not just to comply with

and Risk Assessment to all business units. This new set

the new requirements but also to demonstrate industry

of skills will promote process ownership and enhance the

excellence and organizational maturity in terms of

understanding of Royal Cargo processes including the

implementing management system.
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News

...From Cover

From Left: RCI President Mr. Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento; Mrs. Edna
Sarmiento; Group CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber; and Mrs. Leny Sarmiento

The 4000 square meter (sqm) facility doubles the initial
floor area of the Cargo City South Hub to a total of 8,000
sqm. With the second phase’ estimated capacity of 6,000
pallet positions, the South hub now offers a total space for
10,000 pallets which can accommodate more than twice its
initial capacity of 4,000 pallet positions.
During the inauguration ceremony, Royal Cargo’s Group
CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber said, the P300 million second
phase project of the Cargo City South hub is part of the
$25 million investment to boost the company’s cold chain
distribution business in the country this 2016. He noted that
the company is now constructing a 50,076 sqm facility in
Plaridel, Bulacan which will serve as the company’s hub
in the north and is also eyeing on setting up cold chain
facilities in Cebu, Iloilo, and Davao.
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Mr. Michael K. Raeuber and Mr. Elmer Sarmiento during the ceremonial toast

Operations Manager for the Cargo City South Hub facility,
Mr. Filberto Opulencia said the expansion was prompted
by the increasing number of client requirements for cold
storage space and quality service. He emphasized that
the facility is equipped with real-time monitoring and
temperature logger which guarantees that all stored goods
are safe and secure.

News

Furthermore, Mr. Raeuber emphasized that the first phase
of the Cargo City South hub is the first-ever Solar-powered
cold store in the country which saves the company over 20%
of its monthly electricity consumption. The facility partially

runs on solar power during day time after the installation of The company offers a total supply chain solutions including
a 245 kilowatt solar panel system last 2015. Soon, a 225 freight forwarding, customs clearance and brokerage,

kilowatt solar panel system will also be installed on the roof projects and heavylift, liquid transporation, clinical trial
depot, shipping agencies, business process outsourcing,
of the second phase building.
ecozone and Freeport logistics, and trucking services.

Royal Cargo President Mr. Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento
added that aside from warehouses, the company is also
investing in equipment to complement the cold storage
services including reefer trucks and reefer containers
which will be deployed nationwide.
For inquiries, please contact:
FILBERTO OPULENCIA
Operations Manager, LIIP Cold Storage

Block 14 Lot 3 Star Ave. LIIP , Mamplasan Binan Laguna, 4024
+63 (2)- 584 4509 / +63 (49) – 502 6796
fil.opulencia@royalcargo.com
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News

Inside News

RCI donates chassis trailers
to caritas manila
Royal Cargo recently donated two (2) units of 20 footers
skeletal chassis trailers in support of the “Clinic in a Can”
project of the Caritas Manila.
The said chassis trailers will be used to mobilize the clinics

Mr. Michael K. Raeuber, Group CEO of RCI receiving the plaque from Cardinal Tagle

made from 20-footer container vans donated by US-based
Barnabite Heart to Heart Ministry led by Father Roberto B.
Kosek. “Clinic in a Can” aims to provide medical services
to indigents of Metro Manila through scheduled medical
missions and a mobile emergency station during calamities.
Present during the blessing ceremony is Royal Cargo
Group CEO Mr. Michael K. Raeuber who received plaques
of recognition from the Caritas Manila on behalf of the
company. Manila Archbishop Luis Antonio Cardinal Tagle

The donation of the two chassis trailers is part of Royal

handed the plaques and whole-heartedly thanked Mr.

Cargo’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and is in

Raeuber for the generosity extended by the company to

line with the company’s mission to ensure the welfare of

the advocacy of the religious group and its stakeholders.

the community and the environment.

RC UK TRANSPORTS MACHINE
TO KOREA
Royal Cargo UK recently handled a project shipment from
Mills CNC Limited in Warwickshire going to Korea. The
shipment comprised of a DHF8000 Machine, an equipment
used to process complex parts in the aerospace industry,
weighing 32,500 kilos and another 12,500 kilos of spare
parts.
Shipped via ocean freight, Royal Cargo arranged the
pickup from origin, trucking services going to port, as well
as the customs clearance and delivery in Korea through a
10

trusted agent.

News

News Bits
HSSE KICKS OFF Q3 HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAININGS

The Health, Safety, Security, and Environment department of Royal Cargo Inc. conducted a series of Health & Safety Trainings
for the second quarter of 2016:
FIRST AID TRAINING held last May 12-13 2016 at the
Royal Cargo Head office in Paranaque City. The QHHSE
deparment in partnership with the Philippine Red Cross, Rizal
Chapter, conducted the said training to equip and heighten
the awareness of the company’s Emergency Response Team
(ERT) on disaster and emergency preparednes. The newly
organized ERT team is compased of thirty (30) employees
DANGEROUS GOODS, HANDLING AND STORAGE OF
HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS TRAINING held last May 19,
2016 at the SPEX-BSB Warehouse, Batangas Port, Batangas
City. The QHHSE deparment of RCI conducted the said
training to all warehouse staff to ensure that all employees
are trained on how to handle and store dangerous goods and
hazardous chemicals.

ROYAL CARGO RECEIVES HONOR AT CLN LOYALTY AWARDS
The Combined Logistics Network (CLN) held its Awards Night last March
2, 2016 at the Hard Rock Cafe in Singapore. Royal Cargo received two
(2) loyalty awards, a 3-year loyalty award for the Cambodia office, and a
14-year Honorary Member Award for the Philippine office. Awards were
received by Ms. Jeralin Dee and Mr. Colin Van Roon on behalf of the
company.

ROYAL CARGO JOINS PSECE 2016
Royal Cargo joined the Philippine Semi-conductor and Electronics
Convention and Exhibition (PSECE) held last June 15-17, 2016 at the SMX
Convention Center Manila in Pasay City. RCI showcased- its services to
local and international semi-conductor and electronics companies. Royal
Cargo is also a proud member of the Semi-conductor and Electronics in
the Philippines Foundation Inc. (SEIPI), the organizer of the said event.

ROYAL CARGO STRATEGIC PLANNING 2016
The Royal Cargo Group held its Regional Strategic Planning 2016 at the
Conrad Manila Hotel in Pasay City last July 28-30, 2016. Led by Group
CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber and President, Mr. Elmer Francisco U.
Sarmiento, the heads of each business units as well as the country
representatives from Royal Cargo offices in Asia convened to plan
the business directions and discuss the company’s investments in the
coming years.
A week prior to the conference, the Philippine management also held
its local Strategic Planning at the Palm’s Country Club in Alabang,
Muntinlupa City.
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Events
ROYAL CARGADORS SECURES 2ND SPOT
AT THE 11TH ECCP FOOTBALL CUP
After dethroning the reigning champions, the ADB

(Asian

Development Bank) and beating Wyeth Nutrition with an 8-0 win
during the eliminations, Royal Cargo played a crucial semi finals
round against Petron FC. Both teams played their best to book a
ticket to the championship round.
A heart-pounding exchange of goals thrilled the fans of Petron
and Royal Cargo. The time lapsed with a 3-3 score sending both
teams to three penalty shootout to determine the winner.
A fierce kick from Burns sent the crowd wild as the Royal Cargo
Royal Cargadors, the official men’s division football team of Royal

seals the deal.

Cargo Inc. once again finished second in the 11th European
Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines (ECCP) Football Cup
held at the Nuvali Football Field in Sta. Rosa Laguna last April
16, 2016.
Sebastian Raeuber, the Assistant to the Vice President of Royal
Cargo’s Projects and Heavylift unit who led the Men’s division team
said, “We would like to congratulate all the winners of this year’s
football cup. It’s a pleasure to play with other ECCP companies
enthusiastic about football. I would also like to congratulate the
whole team for the job well done and we look forward to bringing
home the gold again, hopefully next year.”

However, the team fell short by a point against the energetic
team of KMC Mag Group during the championsip game, derailing
the quest for another title and ended up bagging the 2nd place
award.
The Royal Cargadors brought home a trophy, medals, Ayala Malls
Gift Certificates and other food and beverages packages from
major sponsors.
This 2016, Royal Cargo Inc. sent two (2) football teams who
competed for the men’s and mixed division of the ECCP Football
Cup. The participation to such sports events is another move to
promote the spirit of camaraderie and
sportsmanship among its employees.
The ECCP Football Cup is an annual competition organized by
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the ECCP for all its member companies nationwide.

Events
HUSTLE, HIT AND NEVER QUIT
CL COLD REMAINS UNDEFEATED FOR SEVEN

Seven-time tournament volleyball champion, team CL COLD

PARANAQUE – Who would forget CL COLD and PROJECTS’
heart-stopping five-set-sweep last season that the defending
champion had a hard time guarding their title against their very
eager to win resister?
A glimpse from the last season occurred last Wednesday night
as PROJECTS faced CL COLD once again in the Season 7 of

To complete the roster, CL DRY (Orange) bagged 3rd Place,

the 2016 Royal Cargo Volleyball Tournament Championship

TRU / KAM / ITA / SNM / LLC (Red) queued up at 4th, followed

Game.

by SUPPORT GROUP (Pink) at 5th, CCB / RGSI / TMW (Yellow)
trailed at 6th and FREIGHT / TRADELANE (Violet) at 7th.

And again, with their hustle, hit and never quit attitude, CL
COLD concluded this year’s volleyball tourney notching their

For the individual awards, Jussien Jon Vierzo (CL COLD) hailed

7th straight win handing PROJECTS another loss in a stunning

as the Most Valuable Player (MVP). Jhoanna Jane Landicho

four-set-sweep, 26 – 24 (CL COLD), 15 – 25 (PROJECTS), 26 –

(SUPPORT GROUP) won Best Muse.

24 (CL COLD), 25 – 14 (CL COLD). The tournament started last
April 20, Opening Day and ended last Wednesday night, June 9,

The Mythical 6 consists of Jussien Jon Vierzo (CL Cold), Dewey

Championship Game.

Forastero (CL Cold), JR Peralta, (PROJECTS), Maria Bernadette
Bernardo (PROJECTS), Julius Austria (TRU / KAM / ITA / SNM /

It was a very close competition as both teams put up a fight on

LLC), and Jovit Hernandez (CL DRY).

the fourth and last set but it was still CL COLD who outshone and
hailed as the Undefeated Seven Peat Champion and once again

All winners received cash prizes and tokens; trophy for each

did it on the defensive end.

team, best muse and MVP; and medals for the Mythical Six.
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Events
GET HEALTHY NOW!
ROYAL CARGO LAUNCHES THE BIGGEST LOSER CHALLENGE

There’s no getting around it – losing weight requires a lot of hard
work and maintaining one’s weight after shedding few pounds
can sometimes be an even harder endeavor.

To challenge all the obese and overweight employees of the
Royal Cargo Group from the Head Office and Luzon Branches
and to bring them closer to fitness and healthier lifestyle, Royal

Cargo launched a three-month loss weight challenge entitled
“Royal Cargo The Biggest Loser.”

Royal Cargo The Biggest Loser is a weight loss challenge that

centers obese and overweight challengers accomplishing the
same goal of losing the highest percentage of weight to become
the first-ever “The Biggest Loser.”

Out of sixty (60) employees from different business units, sites
and branches in Luzon who enlisted, forty-nine (49) were given

“Fit to Join” clearance from the company physician and were
chosen as qualified challengers.

All the qualified challengers will undergo monthly weigh in where

their weight loss will be measured scheduled on July 11, August
8 and September 5. Four (4) challengers who loses the most
percentage of weight will be declared as monthly winners and will
14

receive certificate plus token.

To help out all the challengers lose weight, the Committee outlined
a series of weekly fitness activities – Zumba Dance, Muay Thai
Aero and Fitness Training being led by professional and certified

fitness instructors held every Mondays at RCI Yard for Head

Office participants and PHC Audio Visual Room in Cavite for
Cavite participants. This is also being patronized by interested

employees who want to join the fun and support the challengers.

Aside from these weekly fitness activities, all challengers can also
enjoy a discounted 6-month membership at Gold’s Gym payable
through semi-monthly salary deduction.

Cash prizes amounting to P 25, 000 for the Grand Champion, P
20, 000 for the 1st runner up and P 15, 000 for the 2nd runner up
and plaques of recognition will be given to the winners. The final
weigh in and declaration of the first-ever Royal Cargo The Biggest

Loser winners will be held during the Staff Townhall Meeting on
October 3, 2016 when Royal Cargo will commemorate its 38th
anniversary.
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